The Editor-in-Chief is supposed to direct things, and Schindler has always been known for overdoing it, but...

Storm Kaufman, The Tech's Managing Editor, is the one person responsible for the paper's appearance and production, but hereby disavows all culpability for its content.

Chief-Check-Signer David Tenenbaum.

From the seamy side of Chicago, we present Dave "Augie" Gromala, the latest in a long line of greasy Dels to have been involved with the paper.

The news operation, alternatively known as "The Fantastic Four"—Associate News Editors McNamara and Moore, Editor-in-Chief Schindler, and News Editor Sandler.

Repudiated 1973 by The Tech

Our other Photo Editor, Roger Goldstein, taking a bow (for what?).

Night Editor, production hacker, and general bozo John J. Hanzel (no relation to the fairy tale).

Associate News Editor, Barb Moore, challenging Hanzel for the position of chief alcoholic.

Photo Editor Dave Green takes his own picture (it's all done with mirrors).